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market reaction

Daniel Pasternack
Graduate School of Finance and Financial Accounting
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Abstract:
In this paper I investigate the exercise policy, and the market reaction to that, of the
executive stock option holders in Finland. The empirical tests are conducted with
aggregated firm level data from 34 firms and 41 stock option programs. I find some
evidence of an inverse relation between the exercise intensity of the options holders and
the future abnormal return of the company share price. This finding is supported by the
view that information about future company prospect seems to be the only theoretical
attribute that could delay the exercise of the options. Moreover, a high concentration of
exercises in the beginning of the exercise window is predicted and the market is expected
to react to deviations from this. The empirical findings however show that the market
does not react homogenously to the information revealed by the late exercises.

“The huge gains from options for below average performers should give
pause to even the most ardent defender of the current corporate pay

systems”, Alfred Rappaport, Harvard Business Review, March-April 1999

E-mail: daniel.pasternack@shh.fi
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1 Introduction

The enormous growth in the use of stock options as a part of compensation for corporate

executives and key personnel has resulted in a vast and ongoing discussion of the ability

of this type of contracting to fulfill its theoretical expectations. Recently many researchers

have suggested alternative or adjusted solutions that possibly could lessen the

shortcomings of these types of contracts (Rappaport 1999, Change 1997, Hemmer 1993,

etc.). Most of this literature agrees on share price being the right performance measure but

the problem and the source for the discussion is the setting of the level of the

compensation. In other words, it remains unsolved what to set as a benchmark for share

price appreciation.

In Finland companies have since early 90’s given out press releases of how many shares

have been bought with the executive stock options during a specific period. Using this

unique data of the exercises of nearly all executive stock options for Finnish publicly

listed companies allows for a comprehensive investigation of the exercise behavior and

its’ consequences. In Finland most of the stock options have been granted at the money or

with a little premium and the strike has remained the same throughout the running period

of the options. Together with the recent market development in Finland this has caused a

large part of the options to be in the money when they have become exercisable. This

together with the unique availability of the data has lead to a possibility to observe the

exercise behavior of the option holders.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate this exit behavior, its’ components, and how

the market reacts to this exercise. The literature on the exercise of executive stock options

is somewhat narrow but some concern has been given to creating models for predicting

exit behavior especially in order to be able to valuate the options correctly (e.g. Huddart

1994, Carpenter 1998). Huddart and Lang (1996) have also investigated what economic

variables affected the exercise policy for employees of eight American corporations.

Hemmer et al. (1996) show that there is a positive link between executive stock option

risk and early exercise. They also show that this behavior can be reduced if the firm
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provides a hedge against this stock option risk. Detemple and Sundaresan (1999) present

a theoretical alternative valuation method for Executive Stock options.

The question of exercise policy is interesting because in theory it is optimal to hold the

options until expiry, given no dividends. However, the nontransferability1 of executive

options causes the holders in some cases to exercise early. This, together with the earlier

mentioned problem of setting the benchmark, can be considered to be the most important

problem areas of stock option compensation. The early exercise is in most cases probably

a sign of an unoptimal shift of risk and it reduces the possibilities to tie the option holders

to the company and align their interests with those of the shareholders’. Exercise policy

also affects the final value of the executive options for the owners, however it does not

affect the percentage of dilution caused by the options.

The reasons for early exercise are many but some examples are diversification or liquidity

concerns. Other factors affecting the exercise policy of the option holders are such as

taxes, inside information or separation from the firm in the case of an end of employment

(Carpenter 1998). These attributes are highly environment driven and the effects of these

different components of exercise policy can vary from country to country.

In this paper I have constructed three models in order to examine the exercise policy of

the option holders and whether the market adjusts to possible information conveyed by

this policy. I also try to provide a background to the practical and theoretical components

of the exercise decision. The empirical tests are in contrast to earlier research based on

aggregate firm level information instead of data on the single contract level.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the

existing literature on executive stock options. In section 3 I provide a short description of

the market environment. Section 4 establishes the framework for the tests and gives an

1 Until recently the only way for a holder of an employee stock option in Finland to realise the gains has

been to exercise the option and sell the stock. A more detailed description of this procedure is given in

section 2. Recently some of the Finnish employee stock options have been listed, and an after market has

thus been created. However, it seems that lack of liquidity and the fact that the options are non-standardized

will make this market development slow.
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insight to what effects the stock option holder’s decision to exercise. Section 5 presents

the hypothesis and models that are used to conduct the empirical tests. In this section the

data for the tests is also presented. Section 6 presents the results from the tests and

Section 7 concludes.

2 Literature review

Internationally there exists some theoretical and some empirical research on exercise of

executive stock options. Huddart (1994) and Marcus and Kulatilaka (1994) have

developed theoretical models to predict utility maximizing exercise policy when option

holders are unable to hedge or sell their options. Hemmer (1993) develops a model in

which the firm hedges the risk of the stock option for the manager with other components

of compensation. He shows that in equilibrium this risk free incentive contract should

lead the executives to make the right decisions. In their model Detemple and Sundaresan

(1999) value American-style stock options using a binomial approach. They find that

executive stock options may be optimally exercised before maturity even if the underlying

asset pays no dividend. Furthermore, the derived value of the options using this approach

is considerably less than using a Black-Scholes valuation. In the model presented by

Grenadier (1999) the effect of information revealed through option exercise is considered.

Grenadier finds that in a setting with asymmetric private information the option holders

might jump to exercise following decisions by others and at the same time ignore their

private information. Some papers have also considered the effects of the executive

leaving the firm early (e.g. Cuny and Jorion 1995, Jennergren and Näslund 1993).

However, these papers are mostly concerned with valuation of the options for accounting

purposes, while my main concern is how the exercise behaviour affects the purpose of the

contracts

The empirical literature consists of three central papers. Carpenter (1998) uses data from

40 firms to test two different models for predicting exercise time. She finds that a simple

extension of the binomial option valuation model can predict actual exercise times as well

as an utility maximizing model that takes into account the non-transferability of the

options. Hemmer et al. 1996 again report a positive relation between the time to maturity

at exercise and the risk of the option. They use data on 110 exercises by 74 top executives
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in the US in 1990. In contrast, Huddart and Lang (1996) obtained confidential data on

option exercises for approximately 50,000 employees at different levels of firm

organisation. They found that the fraction exercised a given month is positively related

with the market to strike ratio, recent stock price appreciation returns and time to

maturity. My investigation differs from these papers in that I use publicly available data

and I consider the time value lost at an early exercise, given no inside information about

future company prospects. The amount of time value that is lost in early exercise is of

course affected by most of the variables investigated by e.g. Huddart and Lang (1996) but

time value also takes in to account how deep in the money the option is. This is an

important part of the exercise decision because the percentage of time value lost at an

early exercise will decrease if the option is deep in the money. In addition I also

investigate the market reaction to the exercises in Finland, an area that has not been

covered before in the literature.

The empirical research regarding the Finnish market2 has only considered the market

reaction to the announcement of the introduction of executive option plans. Leskinen

(1998) found that the announcement of a stock option plan did not lead to any stock

market reaction in the long or in the short run. In their paper Ikäheimo et al. (1999)

confirmed the results of Leskinen, but they also found some negative effect in the short

run when the stock option grant is targeted to all employees. Ikäheimo et al. also used the

day of the first announcement of the stock option grant instead of using the day of the

general meting (used by Leskinen 1998) to conduct their event study. The results of both

Leskinen and Ikäheimo et al. are contradictory to earlier research by e.g. Tehranian and

Waegelein 1985, DeFusco et al. 1990, and Yermack 1997, who all found a positive share

price reaction on the short run.

2 A good descriptive paper on Finnish executive option grants has been written by Ikäheimo (1998)
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3 The option exercise procedure

In this chapter I report the market specific conditions that affect the option holders

exercise decision and also determines how the tests described in section 5 are designed.

3.1 Option exercise and share introduction

In Finland the first grants of executive stock options for public companies appeared in the

late 80’s. According to Ikäheimo 1998 there were 90 executive stock option grants during

the period 1988-May 1998. For a typical contract the exercise period starts two years

after the introduction and the average life of an arrangement is close to five years

(Ikäheimo 1998). Often the exercise period is divided so that within a program the

exercise period starts at different times for parts of the options. The typical exercise

windows are illustrated in figure 3.1. Until recently no after market for executive options

has existed and the original holders exercised all executive stock options. This has either

been done when the option expires or earlier. However, when the options are exercised it

takes on average 3 weeks for the new shares to be listed on the exchange. The practice on

the market has been that companies introduce shares at certain intervals to meet the

requirements of the exercises. This leads to the fact that all the persons of a firm that have

exercised their options during a specific time period receive the shares at the same date

(the date of introduction to the exchange). The company usually gives a press release a

few days before the new shares are introduced to the market. In these press releases the

aggregate amount of shares purchased and thus introduced during the time period before

the press release are expressed. I use these press releases to gather information in order to

measure how many shares have been bought during a specific period. I will use the day of

the introduction to exchange in order to decide both the gain that the holder has received

from the option and to calculate time to expiry. The issues of taxation are reported in the

next section (3.2).
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Figure 3.1 The typical exercise windows of a stock option grant in Finland

Time from
introduction

Amount of
options held

Options
issued

Expiration
Date

100%

67%

33%

Option becomes
exercisable

2 years 3 years 4 years

3.2 Market practice and taxation

The taxation system of executive stock options in Finland has evolved during the 1990’s.

In 1994 an act was introduced that moved the income that the holders get from an option

exercise from capital gains taxation to income taxation. The amount of income to be

taxed is calculated as the difference of the average share price of the exercise day and the

strike price. In practise this has caused the tax rate to go up from 25% (capital gains tax

1994) to a marginal rate of 60%. However, the tax rate in the income taxation is

progressive and thus the rate varies depending on total income. It is can however be

assumed that most executives are taxed with the highest marginal rate.

The principles concerning the taxation of the firm have not changed during the

investigated time period. A good description of the tax issues, from the point of view of

the firm, is given by Walden et al. (1999). Additionally, another change in taxation

practise was introduced in the beginning of 1998. The tax is now carried shortly after the

exercise when it according to the earlier practise was carried the following year. In some

cases this system forces the option holder to sell a large portion of shares obtained as
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soon as they become traded. This together with the waiting period after exercise has

induced a lot of extra risk on the option holder. This taxation system allows for a negative

outcome if the share price declines more than 40% during the waiting period and the

marginal tax-rate is 60%. In my tests I assume that the holders sell most of the stock as

soon as they are introduced. This assumption is based on the taxation argument and on

the fact that most of the holders are in fact not well diversified if they in addition to their

human value have capital invested through shareholdership in the company that they

work for.

In order to provide a more complete description of what kind of consequences the

personal taxation might have on the exercise policy the following example is presented.

The tax considerations presented here follow from the fact that in Finland the gain from

the exercise of executive stock options is taxed with income tax and the possible gains on

the remaining portfolio are after that taxed normally (capital gains tax). The ground for

the income tax is the difference between the average share price and the strike price on

the day of the exercise.

Consider the following example:

The executive holds an option that gives him the right to buy N shares for the price of S.

The current market price for the stock is Pt1. His/her initial wealth is assumed to be so

small that in order to realize the options he needs debt financing of N * S , which he/she

can get with interest rate R. After the exercise he sells enough shares to pay for the loan

and the income tax (I assume the possibility to sell shares right away for price Pt1). Then

he/she either sells also the remaining shares for the price of Pt1 or waits and sells at time

t2 for the price of Pt2. The gain from exercise (P-S) is taxed as income (TAXincome) all

other gains are taxed as capital gains (TAXcapital )

The pay off of exercising at any time and selling all the shares right away is decided by:

Π1 = (1 – TAXincome) (N * P t – N * S) Equation 3.1

The fraction of the shares obtained, that has to be sold in order to cover income tax

payment, can be decided as follows: By putting the fraction (FractionTax ) times the values
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of the shares (N * Pt1) equal to the amount of the tax payment (N (Pt1 – S) TAXincome) and

solving for FractionTax we obtain the following:

FractionTax * N * Pt1 = N (Pt1 – S) TAXincome

FractionTax = (Pt1 – S) / Pt1 * TAXincome Equation 3.2

In the same fashion we can obtain the fraction of the shares needed to cover both tax and

loan payments (N * S).

FractionTax+Loan * N * Pt1 = N (Pt1 – S) TAXincome + N * S

FractionTax+Loan = (Pt1 – S) / Pt1 * TAXincome + S / Pt1 Equation 3.3

Using the FractionTax+Loan derived above we can decide the pay off gained by exercising

at t1 and keeping until t2 the part of the shares that are not needed to pay the tax and the

loan3:

Π2 = (1 – FractionTax+Loan ) N * (Pt2 – (Pt2 - Pt1)* TAXcapital ) Equation 3.4

The pay off that can be obtained by exercising at t1 and keeping the levered portfolio

until t2 (I assume an immediate sell of (1 – FractionTax) percent of the shares to cover the tax

payments).

Π3 = (1 – FractionTax ) N * (Pt2 – (Pt2 - Pt1)* TAXcapital ) – (N * S * (1 + R))

Equation 3.5

3 For closer proof of equations 3.4 and 3.5 please see appendix A
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Table 3.1: The end outcomes of different exercise strategies under the Finnish taxation
system.

Immediate exercise and conversion to cash: Exercising immediately (t1) and investing with interest rate
5% p.a. (t2-t1 = 1 month) yield as outcome of app. 20 083.

Alternative A: Risk free cash pay off of an exercise at time t2 given different outcomes of P t2

Alternative B: The pay off (at time t2) of a portfolio with an exercise at t1 and keeping in the company the
part of the shares that are not needed to pay the tax and the loan.

Alternative C: End value off levered portfolio at time t2 (income tax paid at exercise at time t1).

Assumptions: Number of shares 1000, Strike 100, price today (t1) 150, income tax 60%, capital gains tax
29% and interest rate 5% p.a. (t2-t1 = 1 month)

End of period pay off given end of

period price Pt2

Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C

Pt2 = 200 40 000 24 733.33 47 983.33

P t2 = 150 20 000 20 000 19 583.33

P t2 = 100 no exercise (0) 15 266.67 -8 816.67

Average 20 000 20 000 19 583.33

Standard deviation 20 000 4 733.33 28 400

If all the states appear with the same probability, the expected pay off is given by the

average; the standard deviation again gives insight to the risk of the different strategies.

On the other hand the immediate exercise and conversion to cash yields a secure cash

flow of app. 20 083. For a mean-variance investor this would always be the superior

strategy, given equal weights on each of the states. However, these strategies only apply

for an option that is in the money. This illustration of the effects of the taxation

illuminates the decision environment. In this context the only case where it is optimal for

the option holder to wait with the exercise, is when he/she has positive expectations

regarding future share price development. By delaying the exercise the holders should

also reveal this expectation to the market. The risk imposed by the waiting strategy

should even increase this effect because the positive expectation needs to be quite

substantial.
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4 Exercise policy

In this chapter I will present the attributes that might affect the exercise policy of a holder

of an executive stock option. I have also included factors that are caused by market

specific conditions.

According to the theory it is optimal for the holder to either sell the option or keep it until

its expiry, given that there are no dividends or that they are corrected for in the exercise

price. However, the executive stock options are non-transferable, which causes other

considerations to affect the decision to exercise early. These factors affect the exercise

decision and use this as a base for my hypothesis (presented in section 5.1).

The exercise policy of a holder of an executive stock option can be affected by e.g. the

following factors: Dividends, risk and diversification, possibility of hedging, personal

qualities (such as age that might affect risk aversion), liquidity, inside information, tax

planning, and end of employment.

Dividends: If the stock options are not adjusted for dividends4 it might be worth for the

holder to exercise early in order to receive cash dividends. Most of the stock options

granted today however include a correction for cash dividends. The dividend correction5

can also be seen as a way to prohibit the executives from having incentives to not pay out

dividends. These incentives would result from the fact that without a dividend correction

the holder of the option (the executive) suffers from the share price decline associated

with a cash dividend. However, a complete dividend correction again might result in

increased incentives to pay out dividends because the price decline might be less then the

dividend per share especially in Finland where dividends tax free for local investors.

4 Historically over 50% of the stock option plans that have been introduced in Finland are not corrected for

stock dividends.

5 Dividend correction is included in roughly half of the new Finnish management stock option programs.

Dividend correction is designed so that, when dividends are paid out, the strike price of the options

decreases with the dividend per share.
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Risk and diversification: Most of the owners of executive stock options have most of

their human capital (future cash flow) invested in the firm they work for. This together

with the fact that the stock options might cause a lot of their other capital also to be

invested in the firm makes their stake in the company too large from an optimal

diversification point of view. The risk and diversification considerations might encourage

executives to seek better diversification through early exercise.

Liquidity: Especially if a large part of the executives’ compensation is in form of stock

options there might arise a need to convert the security to cash. Private consumption plans

may thus also lead to early exercise.

Inside information: In contrast to previous considerations positive inside information

about future company prospects might lead to a postponed exercise, or to keeping the

option until expiry. Negative information again might lead to early exercise ceteris

paribus.

Tax planning: As presented in the previous section the taxation of executive stock

options in Finland give strong incentives to exercise early. The income is however taxed

progressively and in some cases this might cause it to be advantageous to spread out the

gain on several years. Another possibility of tax planning is to exercise close to the end of

the year and thus avoid the pre tax and get a relatively inexpensive tax loan.

Separation from the firm: In some cases the option grants are designed so that if the

holder leaves the firm he/she forgoes the possibility of exercising the options. In some

cases, when the holder knows of separation in advance, it might lead to early exercise.

It seems that most considerations, with the exception of positive inside information about

future prospects, might lead to early exercise. Especially the taxation gives strong

indication of the favourability of early exercise. The hypotheses presented in section 5.1

are based on this theoretical background.
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5 Empirical study of exercises and market reaction

In this section I present the formal hypotheses and provide motivation for them. I will

also introduce the models constructed to test these hypotheses. In section 5.2 I also

provide descriptive statistics for the data sample used in the tests.

5.1 Hypothesis

As motivated in section 4, several things might lead to the early exercise of executive

stock options. As a ground for my first hypothesis I have the assumption that the market

in most cases expects an large portion of the options to be exercised in the beginning of

the exercise window. However if some portion is not exercised right away it will convey

some inside information to the market. In this case it could provide the market with some

positive information regarding future expectations. In the models presented in section 5.3

I also explain how I have corrected for the possible tax considerations.

Formally the hypothesis for the first test (the market reaction model) can be

expressed as follows:

H0: The market does not expect an exercise of all exercisable options at a specific time

and thus if less than 100% is exercised no information is conveyed to the market.

HA: The market expects an exercise of all exercisable options at a specific time and thus

if less than 100% is exercised it conveys some positive information of future expectations

In testing these hypotheses I will also consider the time value that is lost by an early

exercise. The relation between expected time value and diversification when an executive

decides on option exercise is given in figure 5.1
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Figure 5.1: The decision to exercise. In this figure I illustrate how the expected time value (time
value + future expectations) and the cost induced by less diversification affect the decision to exercise the
options.

Value of executive
stock options to holder

Time value of option
given expetations

B: The cost induced by
lack of diversification

A: Expected value of
holding the options

A + B

Exercise Hold

Value of executive
stock options to holder

Time value of option
given expetations

B: The cost induced by
lack of diversification

A: Expected value of
holding the options

A + B

Exercise Hold

The second test that I have conducted is based on the assumption that diversification does

not affect the decision to exercise early. If this is true, the only thing that should affect the

exercise decision is the amount of relative time value lost by the early exercise. I thus

expect a negative relation between the fraction of options exercised at a specific point of

time and the relative time value lost.

Formally, the hypothesis for the test of rational behavior for a fully diversified

individual can be stated as follows:

H0: There is no relation between the relative time value lost and fraction of total options

exercised at a specific point of time

H1: There is a negative relation between the relative time value lost and fraction of total

options exercised at a specific point of time
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The third test is a follow up for the second test. The purpose of this test is to find whether

some economic variables can explain the willingness to give up time value of the option

at a specific point of time. The variables under inspection are share price development

prior to exercise and share price development after exercise. The expectations for these

variables are stated together with the model (Effects of stock specific variables on early

exercise) in section 5.3.

5.2 Sample of option exercises

For companies listed on the Helsinki Stock Exchange the exercising of the executive

options has been followed by an emission of new shares, which again has led to the data

of these exercises being semi-public. In practise the companies have given out press

releases of how many shares have been bought with the options during a specific time

period and the date when these shares are first traded on the exchange. However, due to

the relatively short existence of the programs in Finland only now there seems to be an

enough observations to conduct some empirical tests on this material.

The investigated sample is derived as follows: All stock option plans that have been

arranged in Finland between 1988-2000 where included in the raw sample. Out of this

total sample only contracts where exercises have occurred where included in the final

sample. Additionally, only American type option programs were included. Observations

were also excluded if, an aftermarket was established at the time of the observation, and

if the observation was a maturity observation6. This data selection process resulted in a

final sample of 110 firm/month level observations on stock option exercise. All the

observations are thus aggregated exercises for all the holders of the options in one

program. The sample observations are from 41 different stock option programs that where

given by 34 firms.

The shares obtained by the exercises have usually been introduced to the stock exchange

with intervals of one month. The observations of the amount of options exercised are

accordingly for the whole month. The date of the press release is used as the basis for the

6 The observation of the last exercises before the expiry of the options.
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calculation of the market reaction (abnormal return). Usually the shares are introduced to

the market between 2-15 days after the announcement. The time period for the

observations expands from 3.2.1994 to 3.3.2000.

Table 5.1 The sample of executive option exercises

Time to Maturity at

exercise (days)

Total length of Program

(days) Fraction Exercised

Mean 761 2 107 0.18

Median 655 2 138 0.06

Standard Deviation 607 514 0.26

Kurtosis -0.60 2.33 2.38

Skewness 0.56 -0.39 1.81

Minimum 9 457 0.00026

Maximum 2 426 3 656 0.99997

Alexander Corporate Finance is gratefully acknowledged for providing the contract

specific data. The stock return data is retrieved from Datastream and the press releases

from the Helsinki Stock Exchange.
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Table 5.2 Descriptive summary for the independent variables
The variables presented in the table below are: ExeFract: Exercise fraction, the fraction of options that
where exercised in within a time interval, TVLost: The relative time value (Black-Scholes) that is lost by an
early exercise, Exe: A dummy that gets the value 1 (otherwise zero) if the observation is from a program
where options where only given to the executives of the firm, Tax: A dummy that gets the value 1
(otherwise zero if the observation is from the end of the year (December), Prchg: %-Change in share price
over the 60 trading days prior to exercise, Car21: The cumulative OLS-market-model adjusted return for the
firm share price 21 trading days after the exercise.

ExeFract TVLost Exe Tax Prchg Car21

Mean 0.182 0.362 0.945 0.227 0.164 -0.004

Median 0.062 0.298 1.000 0.000 0.106 -0.017

Standard Deviation 0.256 0.252 0.228 0.421 0.314 0.127

Minimum 0.000 0.033 0.000 0.000 -0.709 -0.249

Maximum 1.000 0.985 1.000 1.000 1.464 0.822

Table 5.3 Summary statistics for the abnormal returns

All abnormal returns are estimated using an estimation period of 150 trading days before the announcement.
The different measurement methods are: CMEAR: Cumulative mean adjusted return

(CMEAR = Π(0→t) (1 + (Ri,t - Ŕi)) - 1 , where Ri, is the observed return for security i at day t and Ŕi is the
simple average of security i:s daily returns in the estimation period (–150,-1)), CAR: Cumulative OLS-

market model adjusted return (CAR = Π(0→t) (1 + (Ri,t – αi - βi RM,t)) - 1 , where Ri, is the observed return
for security i at day t, RM,t is the HEX-general index return for day t, and αi and βi are OLS values from the
estimation period (–150,-1)), CMAR: Cumulative market adjusted return

(CMAR = Π(0→t) (1 + (Ri,t - RM,t)) - 1 , where Ri, is the observed return for security i at day t, RM,t is the
HEX-general index return for day t. The number after the method prefix represents the number of days
included in the event window (e.g. 7 stands for days 0 to +6 where day 0 is the announcement day). The
standard deviation is calculated for the cross section of the abnormal returns.

CMEAR1 CMEAR7 CMEAR10 CAR1 CAR7 CAR10 CMAR1 CMAR7 CMAR10

Mean 0.0086 0.0181 0.0038 0.0051 0.0137 0.0007 0.0109 0.0153 0.0042

Median 0.0009 -0.0059 -0.0158 -0.0013 -0.0068 -0.0173 -0.0001 -0.0003 -0.0101

Standard

Deviation 0.1453 0.1744 0.1631 0.0773 0.1595 0.1432 0.1467 0.1638 0.1549
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5.3 Three simple models

This section presents models designed to test the hypothesis stated in section 4. The

different measures and the construction of these variables are also presented.

(i) The market reaction model

To test the market reaction hypothesis I use the following regression model:

it it it it itER ExeFract TVLost D Exe D Tax= + + + +
0 1 2 3 1 4 2β β β β β

Where i and t are the indexes for firm and time, and

itER is the Excess return, the regression is estimated with three different measures of

excess return: 1) Mean adjusted returns, 2) Market adjusted returns, and 3) OLS market

model adjusted return (Brown & Warner 1985)7. These excess returns are then estimated

cumulatively for three time periods: 1 day, 7 days and 10 days (from the day of the

announcement onwards, including the day of the announcement).
itExeFract is the

exercised fraction, the fraction of options that where exercised in within a time interval.

itTVLost is the relative time value that is lost by an early exercise calculated as follows:

The difference between the Black-Scholes (1973) value and the absolute gain from

exercise as a percentage of the total Black-Scholes value of the option (BlackScholes-

(StockPrice-Strike))/BlackScholes. The close price for the day for the introduction to the

exchange is used and the Black-Scholes value is estimated with one-year historical

volatility and a 3-month Helibor8 for that date. Exeit
is a dummy variable that gets the

value 1 (otherwise zero) if the observation is from a program where options where only

given to the executives of the firm, and Taxit
is a dummy variable that gets the value 1

(otherwise zero if the observation is from the end of the year (December). This is used to

control for the tax-planning discussed in section 3. The expected signs for all the different

coefficients
1

β ,
2

β ,
3 4

β β, are negative.

7 See table 6.1.

8 Helsinki Interbank offered rate, for observations during 1999-2000 the Euribor 3-month rate is used
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(ii) Test of rational behavior for a fully diversified individual

To test the rational behavior hypothesis I have constructed the following regression

model:

TaxDExeDTVLostExeFract itititit 231210
ββββ +++=

Where the variables are as explained in model (i). In this estimation the expected sign for

the coefficients (following the hypothesis) are: β
1

negative, and β
3

positive

(iii) Test of effects of stock specific variables on early exercise

The last regression model is created to test the effects of some stock specific variables on

early exercise:

21Pr
210

* CarchgExeFractTVLost itititit βββ ++=

Where variables as in model (i) and

it
chgPr is the %-change in share price over the 60 trading days prior to exercise and

itCar21 is the cumulative OLS-market-adjusted return for the firm share price 21 trading

days after the exercise. The expected signs for the coefficients are:
1

β positive and
2

β
negative.

6 Results

The results of the three estimated models can be found in tables 6.1 and 6.2. All results

are obtained using OLS and the models are tested for multicollinearity and

heteroskedasticity.

As can be seen from Table 6.1 no homogenous market reaction has been found given the

investigated variables for the sample of stock option exercises. The only statistically

significant finding is a level difference between stock option plans granted to the whole

personnel and those granted only to the executives. This result also seems to be robust for

different methods of estimating the abnormal return. However, the result is likely to be a

result of company specific differences and does not give room for generalization. The

observations for programs for non-executives are from three firms (out of a total of 34

firms) and present only 5,5% of the observations. It is however worth to note that this
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result is consistent with the hypothesis that the market expects the executives to have

more inside information and thus reacts accordingly.

The reasons for the lack of a homogeneous market reaction in this model might evolve

from two sources: First, it is possible that the market does not consider the information

revealed by the exercise important with respect to other information that is available, and

second personal qualities and preferences (such as wealth, need for liquidity, age etc.) are

more important determinants of exercise policy than the determinants presented here and

the market is aware of this. The taxation would however suggest a larger portion of the

options to be exercised early.
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Table 6.1 Estimated results for the market reaction model
Results from the market reaction model where dependent variable(s) are CMEAR: Cumulative mean

adjusted return (CMEAR = Π(0→t) (1 + (Ri,t - Ŕi)) - 1 , where Ri, is the observed return for security i at day t
and Ŕi is the simple average of security i:s daily returns in the estimation period (–150,-1)), CAR:

Cumulative OLS-market model adjusted return (CAR = Π(0→t) (1 + (Ri,t – αi - βi RM,t)) - 1 , where Ri, is the
observed return for security i at day t, RM,t is the HEX-general index return for day t, and αi and βi are OLS
values from the estimation period (–150,-1)), CMAR: Cumulative market adjusted return

(CMAR = Π(0→t) (1 + (Ri,t - RM,t)) - 1 , where Ri, is the observed return for security i at day t, RM,t is the
HEX-general index return for day t. The number after the method prefix represents the number of days
included in the event window (e.g. 7 stands for days 0 to +6 where day 0 is the announcement day).The
independent variables are: ExeFract: Exercise fraction, the fraction of options that where exercised in within
a time interval, TVLost: The relative time value (Black-Scholes) that is lost by an early exercise, Exe: A
dummy that gets the value 1 (otherwise zero) if the observation is from a program where options where only
given to the executives .of the firm, Tax: A dummy that gets the value 1 (otherwise zero if the observation is
from the end of the year (December)

Dependent Variable / T-Stat ExeFract TVLost Exe Tax Constant

CMEAR1 0.024 -0.047 0.003 -0.014 0.022

(t-stat) 0.428 -0.842 0.045 -0.406 0.339

CMEAR7 -0.009 -0.041 -0.202* 0.008 0.224*

(t-stat) -0.144 -0.627 -2.800* 0.209 2.977*

CMEAR10 0.007 -0.015 -0.149* 0.025 0.144*

(t-stat) 0.108 -0.244 -2.184* 0.670 2.016*

CAR1 0.025 -0.023 -0.018 0.002 0.025

(t-stat) 0.842 -0.759 -0.548 0.112 0.740

CAR7 -0.034 -0.026 -0.203* -0.027 0.227*

(t-stat) -0.592 -0.434 -3.096* -0.758 3.329*

CAR10 -0.014 -0.020 -0.142* -0.016 0.149*

(t-stat) -0.257 -0.376 -2.375* -0.489 2.382*

CMAR1 0.008 -0.044 0.026 -0.025 0.006

(t-stat) 0.144 -0.779 0.417 -0.743 0.099

CMAR7 -0.064 -0.034 -0.170* -0.030 0.207*

(t-stat) -1.064 -0.557 -2.501* -0.829 2.923*

CMAR10 -0.039 -0.040 -0.127** -0.016 0.149*

(t-stat) -0.667 -0.682 -1.948** -0.448 2.201*

* = significant at the 5% level
**= significant at the 10% level
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The rational behavior (with respect to time value) of the stock option holder is tested in

model two (Panel A Table 6.2). As can be seen there is no statistical relation between the

variables and thus the model fails to explain the determinants of the fraction exercised at

a specific point of time. The reasons for this failure is probably the same as for the market

reaction model. The determinants of the exercise policy are more closely related to

personal attributes such as wealth and willingness to carry risk, which cannot be included

in an aggregate firm level model.

In Panel B of Table 6.2 the results from the stock specific effects model are presented. As

can be seen I find some evidence of a negative relation between future abnormal return

and exercise intensity. The exercise intensity is measured by a proxy (exercised fraction

multiplied with time value lost) and the idea is to reveal whether variables related to the

stock price movement can explain the exercise behavior. The finding is in line with the

hypothesis presented regarding the behavior of option holders in the presence of positive

information of company future prospects. In other words I find that the intensity of the

exercising is smaller when the company share price performs abnormally well in the three

weeks following exercise. The price development can not explicitly be known to the

option holders at the moment of exercise. However, it is possible to assume that the

executives have some inside information about the company future and can use this

information when deciding how much of their options they will exercise9. The other

variable examined in the model is the historical price change of the company share.

Regarding the relation between historical return and exercise intensity no statistical proof

can be found.

9 The causality of the relation between the exercise intensity and the abnormal return can not be decisively

determined from the results of the tests. It is also possible that the market observes the executives actions

and reacts accordingly.
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Table 6.2 The results from the estimations of the rational behavior and the stock
specific effects models
In Panel A the estimated regression where the dependent variable is ExeFract: Exercise fraction, the
fraction of options that where exercised in within a time interval and the independent variables are TVLost:
The relative time value (Black-Scholes) that is lost by an early exercise, Exe: A dummy that gets the value 1
(otherwise zero) if the observation is from a program where options where only given to the executives .of
the firm, Tax: A dummy that gets the value 1 (otherwise zero if the observation is from the end of the year
(December).
In Panel B the estimated regression where the dependent variable is ExeFract multiplied with TVLost and
the independent variables are Prchg: %-Change in share price over the 60 trading days prior to exercise,
Car21: The cumulative OLS-market-adjusted return for the firm share price 21 trading days after the

exercise (CAR = Π(0→t) (1 + (Ri,t – αi - βi RM,t)) - 1 , where Ri, is the observed return for security i at day t,
RM,t is the HEX-general index return for day t, and αi and βi are OLS values from the estimation period (–
150,-1)).

Panel A Panel B

Coefficient T-Stat P-Value Coefficient T-Stat P-Value

TVLost -0.244 -0.722 0.472 Prchg -0.024 -1.475 0.143

Exe -0.030 -0.272 0.786 Car21 -0.069 -1.735** 0.086

Tax -0.013 -0.217 0.829 Constant 0.041 7.268 0.000

Constant 0.425 1.354 0.179

**= significant at the 10% level

Generally the results indicate that the exercise policy is an endogenous process that

depends on the option holders personal attributes. However, some proof can be

represented for the relevance of future performance on the exercise intensity.

7 Conclusions

In this paper I investigate the exercise policy of the executive stock option holders in

Finland. The empirical tests are conducted with aggregated firm level data from 34 firms

and 41 stock option programs. In this paper I find some evidence of effects of stock

specific variables on exercise intensity. The empirical results show an inverse relation

between the exercise intensity of the options holders and the future abnormal return of the

company share price. This finding is interesting and is supported by the view that

information about future company prospect seems to be the only theoretical attribute that

could delay the exercise of the options. However it remains unknown, to what extent the

future price development could be anticipated by the option holders. Further examination
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of the effects of personal attributes on exercise policy is of great interest for future

research.

I also test for the market reaction to the exercise of the stock option using a market

reaction model. Based on the literature and the taxation system examined I predict a high

concentration of exercises in the beginning of the exercise window. Upon this expectation

I also expect the market to react to deviations from this early exercise. The data sample

shows that options are not all exercised in the beginning of the exercise window, but that

the exercising is quite evenly distributed over time. The empirical findings however show

that the market does not react homogenously to the information revealed by the late

exercises.

In the market reaction model I find a difference in the level of abnormal return between

programs granted to the executives and those granted to the whole personnel. The

abnormal return is measured after an announcement of a stock option exercise. This result

is weakened by the fact that only a small portion of the firms observed have programs for

the whole personnel. The difference in the market reaction is as such expected because

the information revealed by an executive exercise is different from that of the whole

personnel.

The second model presented in the paper tests the relation between exercised fraction and

time value lost at the exercise. The results from this test indicate that there is no relation

between possible time value lost and the aggregated decision to exercise a larger or

smaller portion of the outstanding options.
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APPENDIX A

The deriving of Equation 3.4 is shown below. Equation 3.4 represents the pay off gained

by exercising the options at t1 and keeping until t2 the part of the shares that are not

needed to pay the tax and the loan. I denote the fraction of the shares needed to cover the

income tax and loan payments by FractionTax+Loan (see chapter 3). The pay off is decided by a

simple equation where (1 – FractionTax+Loan ) N * Pt2 is the end value of the shares remaining

after tax and loan payments and (1 – FractionTax+Loan ) N (Pt2 - Pt1) TAXcapital is the tax that has to

be paid for capital gains (received between t1 and t2). The difference of these two is the

received pay off (Π2):

Π2 = (1 – FractionTax+Loan ) N * Pt2 – (1 – FractionTax+Loan ) N (Pt2 - Pt1) TAXcapital

which can be rewritten as follows:

Π2 = (1 – FractionTax+Loan ) N * (Pt2 – (Pt2 - Pt1)* TAXcapital ) Equation 3.4

By substituting FractionTax+Loan with the fraction needed to pay only the income tax

(FractionTax) and by reducing the end pay of with the amount needed to pay the loan

(N * S * (1 + R)) I receive equation 3.5.

Π3 = (1 – FractionTax ) N * (Pt2 – (Pt2 - Pt1)* TAXcapital ) – (N * S * (1 + R))

Equation 3.5

Note: In Equations 3.4 and 3.5 the value of the tax deductions is included. Tax deductions

(capital gains loss) can be made from capital gains taxes during the following three years

(if Pt2 is smaller than P t1)


